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S2Tech to Join St. Louis Mosaic Project as Ambassador Company 

St. Louis, MO – June 2019 – The St. Louis Mosaic Project is pleased to announce that S2Tech will be 

joining the cohort of Mosaic Ambassador Companies at the Gold Level. S2Tech, or Seven Seas 

Technology, is an IT and business consulting services company established by CEO and President Day 

Veerlapati.  Offering 22 years of healthcare related experience, which spans 35 states, S2Tech is a 

proven partner with a mission of delighting clients by utilizing a collaboration model to assess clients’ 

needs and create successful solutions aligned towards their business and technological goals.   

S2Tech provides support to its international staff and community in a variety of ways. The company 

posts job opportunities on the St. Louis Mosaic Project website, has an internal welcome team for new 

international hires, and they celebrate multicultural events and holidays. S2Tech’s CEO and President 

Day Veerlapati was recently featured in Mosaic Stories, and shared his story as an immigrant 

entrepreneur. The company also utilizes OPT-STEM international student visa program and sponsors 

employment work visas. Moving forward as a Mosaic Ambassador Company at the Gold Level, the 

company will take on additional action items in support of the international community. This will include 

hiring an international student for an internship, providing diversity and inclusion training for 

employees, and designating a strategic resource to look at special product or service offerings for new 

growing ethnic customers. S2Tech also looks forward to becoming more involved with the Mosaic 

Project through encouraging associates to become Mosaic Ambassadors, supporting the Mosaic 

Professional Connector program by helping foreign-born, working-authorized candidates to network and 

allowing such individuals to “shadow” in the work environment, and by distributing Mosaic flyers and 

sharing international events.  

About St. Louis Mosaic Project 

The St. Louis Mosaic Project was launched in 2012 in response to an economic impact report, 

outlining St. Louis to be lagging in immigrant growth as well as highlighting the economic benefits 
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of increasing its foreign-born population. The Mosaic Project is a regional initiative that is 

professionally managed by St. Louis Economic Development Partnership, World Trade Center St. 

Louis and a 32-member committee. Its goal is to transform St. Louis into the fastest growing major 

metropolitan area for immigration by 2025, to add 25,000 more foreign born to the region from 

2016-2025 and to promote regional prosperity through immigration and innovation. Learn more 

at www.stlmosaicproject.org. 
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